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Combinatorial Analysis of “ Large” Multiplicative 
Subgroups of Subrings of Matrix Rings over Division Rings 
I. IsTR~OU~TI~~ 
‘l’hroughout this paper “ring” will mean a direct sum of total matrix 
rings over a given division ring 11. 
The object of this paper is the demonstration of the following throrems 
and the construction of counterexamples to certain conjectural generaliza- 
tions. 
THIK~REX 3. Suppose S and T are sub&Es qf an associative rq R with 
a ~~omt~7073 muitiplicati~e identity such that 1 < [T*: A’(S) n T*] = zc - X. 
Suppose S is simple and 7’ is a “riqy.” Then T is a finite riq. 
‘1’111~0l<E~1 4. Suppose S and T are subrings of a ring R with multiplicatk~e 
identity itI ~0717711071 such that S is simple and T is a dizision ring, A is fhe 
prime field. Suppose further that Qt E T 3n, , a natural number, suc.h that 
Char 2 r tt, and t”t t S n T or to C(S) n T but T q S u C(S), then (~1) T is 
crjeld a[<~ebraic oaer A; (b) if there is a uniform bound for the nI’s then 7‘ is a 
jnife field. 
‘fhesc results should find application in investigations of the groups of 
Imits of associative rings. 
Theorem 3 is proved using Theorem 2, which is the restriction of 
Theorem 3 to the case in which T is taken to be a division ring. Theorem 2 
is proved with the aid of Theorem 1 and a combinatorial lemma. In [5], 
Schenkman showed Theorem 2 in the case u: = 2, his methods apparently do 
not generalize. 
Theorems I and 2 are proved in Section I, Theorem 3 is proved in Section 2. 
and Theorem 4 is proved in Section 3. 
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'L‘HEOKEM I. If R is a riug and S and T are subrigs m’th cov~mun multi- 
plicatize identity and S is simple, suppose a, h, and a ~1 b are all units of ‘I 
belonging to the same multiplicatiz;e +4t cosrt qf :V(S) CT l’*, then .I ha ’ is 
in s or C(S). 
Theorem 1 is a useful ring theoretic lemma in its own right. The Cartan 
Brauer-Hua theorem is an easy corollary of Theorem 1. 
Can Theorem 3 be extended to the case 7’ semisimple Artinian ? The 
following example shows it cannot. 
Let GF(27)[i] be the twisted ring of formal Laurent series ovc~- GF(27). 
Consider GF(3)[1] and GF(27) as subfields. Let R -.= GF(27)[.?] 0 GF(27)[d] 
and let S diagonal (GF(3)[5] @ GF(3)[2]) and 1’ em= GF(3)[1] @ GF(27). 
Then 11 GF(3)[.x] @ 1 normalizes S. Sot all 7’ normalizes 5’ and 
i/ T”‘/lI ,I 26. So the index of the normalizer is 13. 
Can the hypothesis that char A I nt bc dropped in ‘Theorem d? ‘l’he 
following example shows at least the need for some element .Y such that 
char A ‘i n,l. . 
I> is the twisted ring of formal Laurent series over GF27. Define S as the 
elements of D with exponents of the indeterminate restricted to multiples 
of 3, T the elements of D with coefficients restricted to GF3. Both S and T 
are fields and taking Z -: S n T, Z is clearly in the center of D. Observe that 
for all 1- t T Y3 E Z C N(S) but 1’p S or C(S). 
Two classical algebraic results are required below. (a) Supposc P 3 Q 3 S 
are fields such that VJJ E P 3 a polynomial CT)) over 5’ such that u,(p) E 0, 
then P is algebraic over S or purely inseparable over Q (see [l]). (b) If R is 
a ring hvith unit and Vr E R In,. such that ~~‘1 = I’ then K is commutative 
(see [3]). 
Some definitions are needed before Theorem I can be proved. 
DEFINITION. If R is a ring and S is a subset of R, ;V(S) : = [x: s E R, .Y l 
exists, and K~S..L’ =- S). 
DEFINTION. If R is a ring and S is a subset of R, L‘(S) is the centralizer 
of S in R. 
DEFINITIOK. If H is a ring, R* is R’s multiplicative group of units. 
Pro$of Theorem 1. If a, b, a + b are in the same right coset of ;V(S) 17 TX, 
then b = pa, a -+ b = qa ( p, Q t S(S) n T*) so ba-1 =- p E N(S) n T,’ and 
1 J- ba-’ -- 4 E K(S) n T*. 
Suppose ha-l --I x is not in C(S) n 1’“. (We show it is in ‘5.) Then there 
exist si , sz t S such that (a) ~sr f s+ A41so because 1 ;- x E S(S) n ?‘“. 
there exists an sQ such that (b) (I -t X) Q sa( 1 + X) (sr # sa). Subtracting 
(a) from (b), si = s:% + S~.X - szlv : (~a -- s& j-- sa or si ~-- sQ (s, -~ s~&Y. 
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Takmg I+’ .: Is E S: sx E S), we assert ?/I/ is an ideal in 5’. Obviouslv it is a 
left ideal. Let s E W, if s’ E S then (c) ss’ (SK- Is’).v -z (sx)(x-Q’S) and 
because .T normalizes S, ss’x is in s. So W is an ideal. S is a simple ring, thus 
II’ ::: 0 or W = S. Since 0 + s3 - sz t- W, W :#~ 0, hence W := S. But then 
I E IV :-I s so 1 . x E s so x E s. 
The following corollary which generalizes the Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem 
follows easily from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. If D is a ring, and if 0 is a simple subring of D with the same 
multiplicative zmit as D whose multiplicative group Q* is normalized b.y II*, 
then either Q* 3 D* OY Q is contained in the center of D. 
Two elementary group-theoretic results needed below are: 
(i) If K is a group andL and J1 are subgroups of K, and if [K: ,511 -:: 3c, 
then [K n 211: L n M] < co. 
(ii) If K is a group and L and ~11 are subgroups, then if for all k E K 
there exists n,b such that kl’jc EL, then for all k E K n dl, /Z’Q EL n IIf. 
U’e also need the following combinatorial lemma which is an easy corollary 
of Ramsey’s theorem (see [4]). 
LEMMA. Given a set 0 = (ail;=1 and a jinite set S, and a map f from 0 :>I 0 
into S, there exist a, 6, c E 0 such that f (a, 6) = f (6, c) =-: .f(a, c). 
iz proof is included for completeness. 
Proof. Consider {f(al , ai)}jy2 . Then there is a subsequence (a,,}~~l of 
[a,>$ such that for all n, f (al , a,,) =f(al , all). We define {u~,~,,~}~~~ 
recursively as a subsequence of (aj,n}zz2 so that for all n, Sj -f (aj,* , aj , l,n) = 
iIaj.1 , a.+d Th en if N>1S13r<s<N such that S,-=S, and 
a,,, 3 a,.,) f(a.s,l , a .<~,,J == f(a,..l , Go,,), thus a = a,,, , b ~ a,., , 
c = a,,l.l . 
Proof of Theorem 2 (T is division ring). Without loss of generality we 
may assume 7’ is a field. The Koether second isomorphism theorem for 
groups may be applied to the subfield generated by an arbitrary element of 
T* not in I\‘(S) over the prime field. Call the prime field A, suppose s E T. 
Then if we can prove that A( ,) .z is a finite field for arbitrary x, then T is a 
field. That is, for each x in T there is a natural number n,,; such that s’*.~ x, 
and thus T is commutative. First we show that if .1c $ (S n T) u (C(s) n T), 
then d(x) is a finite field. Either x + 1 or x fails to belong to A’(S) n 7“” by 
Theorem I, so d(.x) = 0(x + 1) has the property that 
1 i [.4(x)x: N(S) n A(X)*] < ccj 
by the second Noether isomorphism theorem. 
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\!ye then will show that T cannot be infinite, thus 7’ is a finite field. 
S n T and C(S) n Tare finite. Suppose not. Take .x t 7’such that x p Y(S), 
then choose distinct [a, 0, 21, , ~1, ..., TZ,, ...; (D C 5’ n 7’ or C(S) n T and 
such that, for ally E @, all s C y are in the same right cow of ,V(S) n T”. 
Define zj (u ~~ n*,)(b -- ~1,;) ‘, then P( c 5’ n T, or (C(S) n 7’) and 
(x I-- u)(x -1 6) ’ -. s, (1 - 2,)(x t- 72,)(x t- 6) ’ which normalizes S. 
Hence b!. Theorem I, z;‘(.Y / u)(x h) l t S n T or C(S) n 7’. KOM 
2, t 5’ n 7’ rsp C(S) n T, so if 2; ‘(x U)(A 1 h)ml i- 5’ n 7’ rsp C(S) n 7’. 
then solving for .Y we tind .x F 5’ n 7’ rsp C(S) n 7’. ConsequentI! 
z;‘(s j- u)(x ~- b) 1 G C(S) n 7’ rsp 5’ n 7’ (note the reversal of order). 
Consider ZC, [z~.~(.Y i u)(s 0) ‘1 [.z;‘(.Y 1 u)(.x ’ i,) ‘1 ’ z;,izl which 
is in both S n 7’ and in C(S) n 7’. Th cse w,‘s are all distinct because 
the z’;‘s are distinct. Then if we choose 0 from the list :zc,l f 1 , WC arrive at 
a contradiction, namely, .P r: S n 7’, s if C’(S) n 7’. 
TVe claim 7’ has no elements transcendental over its prime field. 
Ifs were transcendental over A, then .s $ S n T* nor C(S) n 7’” because 
S n 7’ and C(S) n 7’ arc finite. LYithout loss of generalit!- we may take 
x E X(S) n Ty (x”! c :V(S) n Try). Also we may take 7’ A(x) 
(7’Q Ay(S) n T’ ~MXLW I .V $ X(S) and the Xocther isomorphism 
theorem assures us that [7” : ‘P n A(.Y)‘~] FL‘. ) 
Consider the sequence a,, x:3”‘!, taking as a mappingf: d i (x) + coscts of 
9(S) n d(s)*. B; the combinatorial lemma \\c’ may pick an infinite list of 
distinct triples a,, , Us, , n,, SLICK that r, , s, 1 t, I I’, 2, ’ I, and 
such that N *\ . 11, a/ 
,V(S) n d(x):: The iuot;ents u:, 
1 (1, a( are all in the same cosct of 
h, ,‘(z<,’ a, must be in (S U C’(S)) n 7’,’ 
(a finite set), so tw) of the above quotie’nts are cq& that is, N, n,jn, - N+ 
u,.’ ~ a,qf/ci,, -~- a,’ , such that I’ .., s’ t’ ,,’ .Y . t but this ob\iousl\ 
gives a nontrivial polynomial with .r a root. 
1’ cannot be infinite algebraic over the prime field. If it Lvere, take a 
sequence of generators [a,); 1 such that o,, is not in the subfield generated 
by (~~j:::i, then as above we may find n, . . 11~ x.. n:, -:I E., ‘._ II:, < lz6 such that 
Q,Sl - U7Lr’ /a ?I2 ~ ah: a,, Q,,; n,,,? and a,,; E il(n,,, ,..., an.), which is 
a contradiction. 
T may be regarded as @i,‘_, D,,,, , such that 11 is a division I-ing. Consider 
the subring b- of T consisting of D scalar matrices. It is isomorphic to ,!I and 
by the second Noether isomorphism theorem and Theorem 2, I- is finite or 
is in 5’ or C(S). If I- is finite, T is finite and we arc done. ICc ma!- assume 
that II contains an infinite field, for if not, for each .Y E I) there exists PZ,~ such 
that ,V”” -_ x and D is a field finite or infinite. Otherwise if rl is the prime 
field and x is an element of infinite order then d(x) is the desired field. 
(a) Suppose D is an infinite field. For any v t 1’ there exists for each 
natural numberj a distinct 8, t ZI such that z’ ~ S,I is nonsingular. That is, 
if z’ ~ 61 is singular 6 is an eigenvalue of pi’, but %’ has at most Cy=, 71,. eigen- 
VdUW 
Take s E ‘/I”, .v I$ :L7(S) and find an infinite sublist of the 6,‘s 
such that .v - al, s -I- hl, s - d,Zare all in the same right coset of LV(S) n T”. 
Take c, (a - rZj)(b .- dj)l belonging to V I C N(S). Then by a calculation 
identical to that in Theorem 2 and choosing a new set of d/Z’s from the list 
P~;‘z’~ 1the same contradiction is produced. The theorem is proved in case D 
is a field. 
(1~) Suppose II is not a field; take tl t I! transcendental over A. Then by 
the above, the matrix ring over d(d) is in S or C(S). Thus all eiJ’s are in at 
least one of S or C(S) and perhaps S n C(S). They must all, in any case be 
in one of S or C(S), the same one as I)‘. For if not, take d’1 and e,,,. each in one 
of the two and not the other, and neither in 5’ f~ C(S), then d(d’) is a field, 
so rJ’/ - e,,) is in the matrix ring over A(n’) and thus (/‘I -1 e,,,. is in 5’ or 
c‘(S), which is a contradiction. So all of 7’ is in S or C(S) because every 
clement of Tis a sum of elements of the form t/,,,e,,,. , and tl,,, e,,, (~,,,I)e,,, . 
3. 
‘The distinctive hypothesis in Theorem 3 is I L [T”: S(S) n T’] =~ 
‘FL’ -; -x. Thus S(S) n T* has a subgroup which is normal in T* and of 
index no larger than WC! Then to sharpen Theorem 3 we might investigate the 
conscquenccs of N(,S) n ‘T*‘s containing a subgroup I’ such that T”,iI- were 
(a) a torsion group or more restrictedly (b) a ounded torsion group. Tlhat is, b 
(a) For all f t T”, there exists :Vf such that t”~ E IY(S) n T*; (b) for all 
f c ‘I’“, them exists :V such that P E X(S) n T*. 
DEFINITIOK. For t t T, n, is the smallest natural number relativeI!- 
prime to char A such that t”’ is an element of 5’ n T or C(S) n 7’. 
DEFINITIOS. IT) is the division subring of 7’ generated by (J,ET [t”f) 
over 3. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. (i) 5 1 p r’~ 3 ose we can choose 2~’ transcendental over A 
and x$N(S) n T*.ThenA(x) h as d’ imensionn,.overA(x)~~) and {A(x)> 3 A(x+). 
A(x) y’- (A(x)} because s $ LV(S) n ‘f”, so dim[A(x): {A(s)}] must divide II,, 
and 0(,x)3 [A(x)}3 A(@)3A. Then taking P =- A(x), C;, {A(x)), and 
S A and observing that if P is purely inseparable over Q, dim[P: Q] is 
divisible b!; char A, but char A does not divide n,? , and applying the theorem 
cited in the introduction, A(,Y) must be algebraic over A. 
(ii) Ify is transcendental over A and? E :X’(S) buty $ (5’ u C(S)) n T4, 
then y -~ 1 B :L’(,S) so A( 3’ ; 1) A(y) is algebraic over A! 
(iii) If all elements of 7’ which arc tmnscendental over A are in 
S n C(S) n 2’ and neither S n 73 C’(S) n 7‘ nor C(S) n 7’3 5’ n T, then 
for an!; y transcendental over A pick z Lo 7’ n S or 7’ n C(S) but not in both. 
Then by hypothesis, a: is algebraic over A and q is algebraic over A. So 
a?’ 1 and (q)“’ 1 &y”’ so (,~y)“‘~ 1 ?““‘J>‘, and we see that 
S n C’(S) n 7’ cannot contain all the elements which are transcendental 
owr A. 
(iv) If neither 5’ n T 3 C(S) n 7’ nor C(S) n 7’3 5’ n T, take 
a E (S n T) n (C(S) n T)’ and h t (5’ n 7’)’ n (C(S) n T) such that at least 
one of a and b is transcendental over 3. If one of them is algebraic their 
product ab is transcendental and ab$(S u C(S)) n T* so we may return to (ii). 
If ab is transcendental over A take y ab and return to (ii). 
If ab is algebraic, take y :- a2b -; a(ab) and return to (ii). 
(v) If S n 7’3 C(S) n 7’ or C(S) n 7’3 S n 7, unless all transcen- 
dental elements are in S n ‘f’ rsp C(S) n T, we arc back at (i) or (ii). 
(a) Supposc n is transcendental over 3 in S n 2’ rsp C(S) n T. If there 
is a central element x of T not in S n 7’ rsp (C(S) n 7‘), then LY is algebraic 
and o (- a: g S n 7’ OI- C(S) n T, w n :~ a is also algebraic over A. . 
A@, a) ~== A(a + a. u) and 
dim[A(a, LX): A] dim[(a -- ti*, u): A(ol)][dim A(a): A], 
so a is algebraic over A. Therefore 
(b) Z(T) C 5’ n 7’ rsp C(S) n I’. 
If there is an element b of Z(T) w ICI is transcendental over A, then take ‘h’ I 
/3 E T not in ‘3 n 1’ rsp C(S) n 7’. So /3 and b A- /3 are algebraic owr A and 
return to (va). 
(c) The division subring 9 generated b!; the transcendentals in S n 7 
is normalized by every element in T, because the conjugate of a transcendental 
is still transcendental and must thus bc in S n T. Then 0 might be in Z(T), 
but there are no transcendentals in Z(7’), or all of T, that is S n 7’ T. 
Pwqf of Theorem 4 part (b). \F*e know T is a field, algebraic over A. For 
all .x in T not also in S n 1’ or C(S) n T w-e are assuming that n,I. is relative11 
prime to the characteristic of A. Clearly then if n is the L.C.AI. of all distinct 
IZ,,.‘s, r is prime to char A. 
ICe refer generically to ,T- as a subfield of T generated by a single element 
of Y’, and to 1. == 4 n S rsp (3. A C(S)). Every subfield of T generated b!- 
finiteI> many elements of T is finite, but we can always find an arbitrarily large 
finite subfield ,y of T and assure that this subfield is not in S rsp C(S) b!. 
adjoining an element of Twhich is not itself in S. Otherwise there would exist 
an integer N such that for all f E T t” = 1. This equation has at most I’Z roots 
in a field. so 7’ would be finite. Also, finite fields arc multiplicatively c)-clic 
groups, so fields as above are 9’s. For all t E 4, tT E I- so ‘I 9 ~ -1 ~’ 1- . r 
becaux I - CI has at most 7~ roots in a field. If <f / I7 then there exist 
elcmcnts t, . t, t / linearly independent over I-. So , 9 : 1’ 2. But 
then I- 2 : 77 i! I- or I~ ‘; = but supposedly I- can he arbitrarily large. 
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